Community Voices and Collaboration

Suzi Resnik, Jennifer Keil, Cindy Keil, Annie Duval, Debi Salmon, Tensia Moriel Trejo
Historic Sites

Del Mar & Alvarado House
Balboa Island Museum
Moulton Family Foundation
Laguna Woods History Center
Aliso Viejo Ranch
Preservation
Accessibility

- Lexicon: DACS & Dublin Core
- UX Technology: User Experience, WordPress, Omeka, OHMS, DOHP
- UC Library & O.C. Public Libraries Collaboration: Online Collections of California finding aids, digitization projects

**Shared Lexicon:** Museums & Libraries

**UX Technology:**
- WordPress,
- Omeka,
- YouTube,
- SoundCloud, & OHMS,

**Collaboration:**
- UC Libraries,
- O.C. Libraries,
- Social media
Omeka

Oral History Metadata Synchronizer (OHMS) & Dawson Oral History Project (DOHP) with WordPress
Technology & Preservation

VR, Drones, GIS, and 4K
National and State Registers

Samsung Oculus
Interview with Myra Neben
Partnership

- UCI Applied Innovation partnership
- Oculus applications with Samsung Gear Virtual Reality
- Google Arts & Culture
Future Collaboration

Theatre Production with Karen Harper
Del Mar’s new city hall dedication in June 2018
Oral History Association conference in Montréal in October 2018
Collaborate with Us

70degrees.org
Instagram.com/_70degrees
Twitter.com/_70degrees